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GYANODAYA GURUKUL 
Affiliated to C.B.S.E., Delhi 

Gola Road, Danapur, Patna – 801503 

Half Yearly Examination – (2019-20) 
Class: - I F.M.: - 80 
Subject: - EVS Duration: - 3 hr 

Name of the student………………………….Roll No…………….Marks obtained………………… 

General Instructions:- 

1. All questions are compulsory. 

2. Read the questions carefully and write the answers in the answer sheets provided. 

3. Do not answer the questions randomly. Attempt all the questions of one section before moving on to another 

section. 

4. Do not write anything on the question paper. 

Q1.   Fill in the blanks from the correct word in the box –     (23) 
(Trunk   green   stray   dog  library  birds  climber Domestic crocodile  fish 
      Flower   creeper bathroom   good   post office   market     police   

exercise  house  hospital   water    nails    healthy    tongue ) 
 

1. Animals that live on the road are called __________animals 
2. Cow dog and camel are _______________animals 
3. ______guard our house. 
4. ________and ____________are animals that live in water. 
5. Leaves of most plants are ___________in colour. 
6. ____________their nests on trees. 
7. _________________of a plant are colourful. 
8. The stem of a big tree is called a _____________ 
9. Weak plants that grow with a support are called ________________ 
10. Small plats with soft stems are called _______________ 
11. We borrow books from the __________________ 
12. Our teachers teaches us ____________habits  
13. We bath in the _____________ 
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14. We can send parcels from a __________ 
15. We go to the ___________________station to report a theft. 
16. A ___________is a place where with many shops. 
17. We need a ________________to live in. 
18. People go to the ____________when they are sick. 
19. __________________makes our body fit. 
20. We use a nail cutter to cut our ___________ 
21. We must drink plenty of __________ 
22. Eat _____________food. 
23. We taste food with our _________. 

 
Q 2. Tick the correct sentences         (11) 

1. We can see wild animalina zoo   _______ 
2. The zookeeper looks after animals in a zoo.  _______ 
3. Plants are living things.     _______ 
4. We throw bits of paper in the class.   _______ 
5. We have five sense organs     _______ 
6. Our body has many parts.    _______ 
7. We play in the park with friends   _______ 
8. We can throw garbage on the street   _______ 
9. We keep the windows open to let fresh air in. _______ 
10. Flower change to leaves.     _______ 
11.  We keep our neighbourhood clean   _______ 

            Q 3 .Given the answer in one word.        (12) 

1. What do we need when we are tired.  
_________________________________________________    

2. Why must we eat good food. 
_________________________________________________ 

3. Name an animal that carry loads. 
_________________________________________________ 

4. Name the world’s biggest animal. 
_________________________________________________ 
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5. Part of the plant below the ground. 
_________________________________________________ 

6. How many hands do you have. 
______________________________________ 

Q. Match them –            (5) 

  Eyes        hear 

Nose       see 

Ear       smell 

Tongue      feel 

Skin       taste 

Q. Draw the pictures of sense organs         (5) 

 

 

 

 

 

Q. Write about five lines about yourself?        (10) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Q. Write P for Pet animals, W for wild and  D for Domestic animals.    (14) 

1. Cat    _____   Lion  ______ 
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2. Elephant  _____   Cow  ______ 
3. Donkey  _____   Horse  ______ 
4. Dog   ______  Tiger  _____ 
5. Giraffe   ______  Fox  _____ 
6. rabbit   ______  camel  _____ 
7. ox   ______  Parrot  _____. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


